
Many people think that public celebrations (like national holidays, festivals etc.) 
are a waste of money and that the government should spend those funds in a 
better way. Do you agree or disagree?

In each society, there are some critics who are concerned about spending country 
budgets on to celebratinge some special days or events, and from their viewpoint, going 
on vacation is wasting time and resources. However, it would appear that most people 
really are desperate for these kinds of events, the breaks between doing their social 
duties.

First and foremost, we should know that people are not robots and they require to stop 
working and takeing some rest. Around the world, people have this chance to enjoy 
holidays, go to traveling or be with their family as one of the most favourable remediesy 
for reducing stress and recoveringy their energy for working again. Moreover, national 
holidays and festivals are ideal opportunities for strengthening family ties while we are 
so engaged snowed under that we rarely spend any time with them.

Furthermore, these events might improve the a sense of patriotism and unify society for 
a common cause/aims. Countries need some days, symbols of unification and glory  
which celebrating them through festivals or holidays gives ordinary people the this 
opportunity to come together, have fun and more importantly, reinforce their 
community values. In addition, festivals are the joyful moments for children who are 
really delighted by participating in therethem. These provide a venue circumstance for 
social activities and stamp social values on children’s memory simultaneously;, it seems 
that this the point seems that sometimes is more crucial for governors.

 In conclusion, it appears that not only are national holidays and public festivals not 
meaningless, but also they have substantial benefits for society which that gives a strong 
reason to governments for focusing more on them.


